NOTES	13*
what he says reads like an illustration to some general
argument which does not appear. We suspect a *cut'
here. 'Jaques appears either wilfully or through
shallowness to miss the deep wisdom of the Duke's
saying and the whole character of his admonition. The
Duke had not said that Jaques would "offend" people,
but that he would "corrupt" them* (Moberly).
Mr G. B. Harrison (Bodley Head .Quartos, xiii) draws
attention to the close similarity of Jaques' argument in
this speech to that of the prose-epilogue to Marston's
Scourge of mianle (1599). 'Let this protestation,1
Marston concludes, 'satisfie our curious searcher^ So
may I obtayne my best hopes, as I am free from en*
deuouring to blast any private mans good name. If any
one (forced with his owne guilt) will turne.it home and
say Tis /, I cannot hinder him. Neyther doe I iniure
him/ Cf. Characters In the Play, p. no.
73. the weary very means F. 'the wearie verie
meanes* Generally admitted to be corrupt, though no
satisfactory emendation has been suggested. Attention
has been chiefly concentrated upon 'wearie verie*
whereas the corruption in our view lies in 'meanes%
which we take to be a misprint for mints. This would
give an excellent reading: the very mints cannot issue
coin fast enough for the extravagance of the age, says
Jaques. We have found an identical misprint at
Meas. 2. 4. 48 (v. note), 'ment* was a i6th cent,
spelling of 'mint*, and 'ments* might easily be mis-
taken for 'menes* (—means), the t\e confusion being
frequent in Qq. (cf. Ham. Sp. and Misp. p. 45).
Wright, following Singer, read 'wearer's' for 'wearie*
in his Clarendon edition, quoting Hen. Fill, 1.1. 83-5
and Stubbes* Anatomie of Abuses on the spending of
fortunes by Elizabethans upon clothes. The proposal
is ingenious, but hardly fits the context. After 'Doth it
not flow as hugely as the sea?* a reference to the loss
of a 'private party's* means is not only an anticlimax

